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C HAPTER O NE

Adolescence in
Contemporary Society
Being Somewhat Confused

W

e all meander out of childhood into adult life
through an adolescent door. Some adolescents go
through it relatively easily, but most stumble going over the
threshold—their erratic (and alas, often erotic) stumbling
being almost a rite of passage.
What’s odd is that we adults so often seem surprised and
even mystified when we observe adolescents confronting the
same problems and doing the same foolish and destructive
things we did during our own passage. We often romanticize
our own adolescence because we survived it but now worry
(as our parents and teachers worried about us) that our
children and students won’t survive their adolescence—a frequently bewildering puberty-to-maturity period that can
simultaneously combine the worst and the best elements of
both childhood and adulthood.
Good news: Most adolescents finally make it through the
door into responsible adulthood. More good news: We now
better understand the underlying biology that drives adolescent maturation.
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2——The Adolescent Brain

The several-decades-long ascent of the cognitive neurosciences escalated dramatically at about the turn of the 21st
century. Important scientific developments have occurred in
our understanding of such central concepts as our brain’s
organization and extended maturation; the biology of emotion,
attention, learning, memory, thought, and behavior; and brain
plasticity (the physical changes that occur within our brains as
we master new challenges).
Furthermore, successful new interventions for children
with inadequately developing emotion, attention, and language systems emerged; and potential advances in the stem
cell treatment of a wide variety of body/brain maladies
sparked both political controversy and parental hope. If such
scientific advances can ameliorate many of the school-related
maladies that children confront, will that enhance their otherwise more difficult adolescent journey through family and
school mazes? Finally, of special interest to educators and
parents is the growing realization that the adolescent maturation of the brain’s frontal lobes is far more important to
human life than was previously known.
Although adolescence is a complex body/brain developmental phenomenon, it’s useful to think of it as something
that’s especially focused in the maturation of our brain’s
frontal lobes, where we process conscious executive decisions about what to do and how to do it. Since frontal lobe
researchers metaphorically compare the role and importance
of our frontal lobes to a corporate CEO or a symphony conductor, adolescent frontal lobe maturation is something to
be praised and not ridiculed as it fine-tunes itself into adult
competence and autonomy. Autonomy doesn’t emerge
as easily as walking and talking. A sheltered childhood
doesn’t immediately translate into an independent, productive adulthood without a few exploratory mishaps along the
way.
Only humans experience adolescence as an extended
developmental stage, and scientists aren’t sure why it should
take us twice as long to mature as other primates with relatively long life spans. Cultural complexities drive much of our
adolescent development, and most of the world’s cultures are
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now very complex. Cultural complexity is a relatively recent
development, however, and so what has occurred in the past
several hundred years didn’t affect human evolution. Regardless of the developmental reason, both parenting and schooling tend to shift into a different mode during adolescence—a
shift away from the childhood focus on nurturing and sheltering toward a focus on at least recognizing, if not enhancing,
the adolescent’s inevitable reach for autonomy.
Our 20-year childhood and adolescence is actually advantageous, in that it allows us to master cultural knowledge through
the extended observation of adult behavior that characterizes
teaching and learning. The mirror neuron system and the plasticity capabilities inherent in our large cerebral cortex (both discussed in Chapter 2) provide the neurobiological foundation.
(See the glossary, beginning on page 141, for definitions of boldface terms.) Parenting, schooling, and mass media provide the
cultural context and the activation. Young people can thus concentrate their cognitive energies on cultural assimilation rather
than on daily survival.
Geographers use an intriguing term, adolescent stream, to
label a stream in transition in the erosion cycle. During this
period, the weather and consequent water movement patterns
sculpt the valley floor into what it will become. An adolescent
stream is thus a meandering stream. It’s a legitimate stream,
but it’s not yet what it will become.
A personal note: Like an adolescent stream, my wife and I
meandered through our adolescence. The Introduction reported
that we have seven children who also meandered through their
adolescence into responsible adulthood. And we now have 20
grandchildren who are in various stages of meandering toward,
through, or beyond adolescence. It was interesting to go through
the experience firsthand, and then to observe two generations
go through what is substantially the same experience—despite
all the cultural changes that have occurred over the decades. So
this book, which focuses principally on the organization, development, and nurturing of the brain that drives adolescence is
based not only on the substantial emerging biological literature
on adolescence but also on my extended personal experience as
an adolescent, parent, grandparent, and educator.
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Adolescent meandering implies that maturity often shifts
our perspective of what constitutes appropriate behavior. An
acquaintance once told me that he had gone to much effort
and expense to construct a beautiful stained wooden fence
that enclosed the part of his corner yard that adjoined the
sidewalk. The morning following its completion, he discovered that someone—he assumed an adolescent—had used an
aerosol paint can during the night to tag the outside length of
the fence with crude words and designs. He was furious. And
then he recalled that he and a friend had done something similar to someone’s house when they were 16, and they thought
it a funny prank. I expect that today’s adolescent computer
hackers will similarly resent the electronic destruction of their
personal and business records by future adolescent hackers.
An adolescent with immature frontal lobes can thus be
sufficiently mature to design and carry out a complex action,
but not really realize until perhaps years later that the action
was inappropriate and immature. Knowing how to do something isn’t the same as knowing if you should do it. The development of the positive personal moral/ethical base that’s
characteristic of an autonomous adult is thus a central issue
that this book will explore.
To help adolescents resolve such issues in an informed
manner, the adults who nurture them should develop at least
a functional understanding of the underlying neurobiology of
adolescence. The adolescent brain, like an adolescent stream, is
functionally a work in progress. So just as it’s not a good idea
to build a house on the continually shifting bank of an adolescent stream, it’s inappropriate to expect functional stability in a
developing adolescent brain. Confusion rather than consistency may often more accurately describe adolescent cognition and behavior—but don’t think of adolescent confusion or
adult cultural confusion about adolescence as something pejorative. Just as it’s okay for a six-month-old to be unable to talk
and walk, it’s also okay for an adolescent to be unable to effectively carry out functions that will eventually mature, and it’s
also okay for our culture to not yet know how best to nurture
adolescents in an era of rapid cultural change.
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Although the cultural roles of children and adults are
reasonably clear, we often send confusing and conflicting
messages to adolescents about their expected cultural roles.
We expect too little and too much. We expect adolescents to
follow current cultural mores but to think for themselves. We
deride their idealism as impractical but offer no successful
alternatives to social issues. We finance their consumerism
and then decry their wasteful behaviors. We laud virtuoso
performance in adolescent sports and the arts, but we’ve
reduced support for school physical education and arts programs. Adolescents are rapidly moving into adult body shapes,
but we often (incorrectly) assume that their brain maturation
is occurring at the same pace.
Our culture tends to have a confident sense of what’s
appropriate in the unequal adult/child and the egalitarian
adult/adult relationships and responsibilities. We’re less
confident of what’s appropriate in parental and parental
surrogate/adolescent relationships and responsibilities. Let’s
briefly explore the cultural confusion that exists within adolescents and about adolescence as a prelude to a more extensive exploration of these issues in later chapters.

CONFUSION WITHIN ADOLESCENTS
I have a very clear recollection of my first substantial adolescent thoughts about my adult life. I was walking home from
school in the spring of my 14th year thinking about my fall
entrance into high school when it suddenly occurred to me
that work and not play would dominate my adult life. I would
soon have to get a job and assume responsibility for my personal and family life. I recall deciding during that walk home
that I had better begin to think seriously about my vocational
direction and then figure out how to become successful at it.
I also started to think about my personal values and life in
ways that I hadn’t earlier. I suspect that you had a somewhat
similar epiphany at about the same age—and that today’s
mid-teens are continuing the tradition. Goodbye, childhood.
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We adults tend to think of early adolescence as a mindless
developmental period, but I believe that most contemporary
adolescents contemplate adult life as thoughtfully as we did.
It’s just that they typically don’t share such thoughts with
adults as much as they do with the peers who will accompany
them into adult life. Peers listen to vocational and other
dreams without giving practical advice, and thus encourage
imaginative mental exploration during a confusing transitional period. You and I did the same thing.
During my 14th summer, I got a job in a greenhouse, which
I kept all through high school—and it sparked my lifelong fascination with biology. The owner, Nick Schroeder, was a fine
mentor who took the time to explain why we did the things
with plants that we did. Not surprisingly, I subsequently
majored in biology in college, and again a favorite biology professor, Carl Brandhorst, became my mentor when I became his
lab assistant. I loved and respected my parents, but these two
nonparental mentors made a major impact on my adolescent
life and adult vocation. Working together at a potting bench
and assembling materials for a lab class sparked the kind of
informal conversations about a range of issues that were
emerging in my life. I didn’t agree with everything my mentors told me—just as I didn’t agree with everything my parents
told me—but I thought about what they said.
Several colleagues recently recounted the similar range
and importance of such adolescent mentoring in their lives—
from their teachers, coaches, youth directors, bosses, adult
coworkers, neighbors, uncles and aunts, grandparents. I didn’t
realize until years later that my father had quietly encouraged
and expedited my greenhouse job in the hope that I would
benefit from the mentoring that he believed I would get from
Nick, a man he respected. I hope that similar nonparental
mentors emerged during your adolescent years and will also
emerge in the adolescents in your life.
The dramatic biological changes that occur during adolescence are another element that typically shifts an adolescent’s
self-concept and self-esteem, and can thus cause confusion.
One of our sons grew several inches in a few months and
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suddenly drew the unwelcome interest of the school’s basketball coach. Menarche biologically transforms a girl into a woman
within 24 hours. Acne, whiskers, breasts, voice changes, body
hair, shifts in sleeping patterns, erections at inopportune times,
and a whole lot more all require understanding and patience as
adolescents gradually become comfortable with their inevitable
body transformations. They simultaneously want and don’t
want the attention of others. They frequently look in the mirror
but often don’t like what they see.
As adolescents shift loyalties from family to peer relationships, they increasingly compare themselves with others. They
may not consciously realize it, but in doing this, they’re beginning what will become adult competitions and collaborations
for mates and resources. They often believe that friends and
others have their act together more than they do (and of course,
the others feel that way about them). This typical feeling of
inadequacy may actually be positive if it it’s kept in perspective, since it can encourage the sense of striving toward personal and social identity that’s necessary for an autonomous
adult life. When such comparisons and competitions get out of
hand, they can cause all kinds of personal and social problems.
Like seasonings, a little bit can help—a lot can hurt.
Style thus becomes important to adolescents—in clothing,
language, music, behavior, and other elements of their social
selves. Children are willing to follow parental direction on
such decisions, but adolescents often use them as initial
exploratory steps in designing their own individuality. They
push to see how far they can go before their parents object.
Tattoos and body piercing provide a currently popular search
for limits. Mass media provide positive and negative role
models on what to do and how to do it for unsure early adolescents who want to express their individuality, but within
the constraints of what they consider acceptable to their peers.
Adolescents’ seemingly fickle taste sometimes drives their
parents to distraction. For example, a recently much desired
and still perfectly good pair of shoes or other piece of apparel
is suddenly no longer in style. Your adolescent desperately
needs a replacement—and believes that a loving parent would
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instantly provide the funds. Strange as it seems, the initial
adolescent reach for adult identity and autonomy is thus often
embodied in a need to imitate what others are thinking and
doing—and others typically doesn’t include their parents.

CONFUSION ABOUT ADOLESCENTS
Adolescent changes sometimes seem to occur dramatically.
A stranger suddenly seems to have entered our life. I’ve
noticed such dramatic changes in adolescent grandchildren I
hadn’t seen for several months—the interim disappearance of
the child look, the shift from conventional to unconventional
behavior, the late-adolescent examples of unexpected and
welcome maturity. Conversely, the same changes may emerge
gradually and thus imperceptibly in the mind of an adult who
constantly interacts with the adolescent. It’s therefore helpful
to develop a record of childhood and adolescence in a manner
that psychologically helps to place immediate (and perhaps
unsettling) experiences into the context of a more gradual
(and hopefully positive) 20-year development. Computerized
digital technologies now simplify this process.
For example, videotape your children for several minutes
on each of their birthdays. Ask them to tell what they’ve done
during the past year and to display and discuss objects of
current importance to them. The film will eventually become
a marvelous, hour-long record of a child’s entire 20-year
physical and psychological development. It can provide
developmental context to a currently troubled adolescent, and
it’s perhaps also something to reassure you late at night while
awaiting your adolescent’s return home.
A teacher can similarly take several pictures of classroom
life each day and select and digitally store the one that best
characterized that day. On the final day of the year, project the
entire sequence of pictures on a screen—a 45-minute rollercoaster ride through the school year that shows the class
where they were at the beginning, what they’ve done during
the school year, and what they’ve become at the end.
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Adolescents are increasingly creating personal Web logs, or
“blogs”—Internet diaries of their experiences and commentaries on their beliefs that they share electronically with friends.
A blog is something like a computerized mirror that reflects a
verbal picture of the blogger. And as with a diary, it’s possible
for adolescent bloggers to reread what they wrote months
earlier—but also to compare their experiences with those of
other adolescent bloggers. And being adolescents, they may
also post things on the Internet that they wish they hadn’t
when they reach adult life and decide to run for public office.
Traditional beliefs about adolescence and artfully edited
memories of our own adolescence cause some of our cultural
confusion about adolescence. I’m sure that you quickly (and
correctly) determined that my stories of a sudden 14-year-old
realization of the reality of adult life and my subsequent afterschool greenhouse job didn’t tell the entire story of my adolescence. Adults are often caught between trying to recapture
and recast the idyllic adolescence they now believe they had
and shielding their own adolescents from any of their negative adolescent experiences.
My childhood occurred during the Great Depression of
the 1930s, and most of my adolescence occurred during World
War II. These were terribly distressing, historically significant
periods, but many children today experience an analogous
family financial devastation that occurs when seemingly
secure parental jobs disappear—and war and the threat of terrorism seem a continuing reality. When generations compare
their experiences, the old adage that the more things change,
the more they remain the same holds true. Folks may like to
think that they lived their early years in a more difficult time
than their children and grandchildren, and that they behaved
more appropriately—but I’ve lived long enough to doubt
most of that rhetoric. Good and bad times and good and bad
behavior are experienced individually and can occur anywhere and at any time. But having suggested that, it’s also
important to consider the problems our society currently confronts that make contemporary adolescence problematic in
ways that differ significantly from earlier generations.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ISSUES
EXPLORED IN SUBSEQUENT CHAPTERS
Sexual maturation is a central element of adolescence, and
adolescent sexual misbehavior has always occurred. However,
sexual stimulation is much more available today via mass
media than it’s ever been. Furthermore, issues related to sexual orientation and sexually transmitted diseases similarly
pose uniquely contemporary problems. Chapter 3 will focus
on basic and contemporary issues of adolescent sexuality and
bonding.
In simple societies, adolescents are a valuable family
resource through their work in the family enterprise or
through sharing their earnings with their family. Conversely,
in more complex societies such as ours, adolescents become
an increasingly significant financial burden on a family.
I wrote above about getting a stimulating afterschool job
at 14—something that’s not as easy for today’s adolescents.
Adolescent requests for money, coupled with their grousing
about helping to maintain the family housing (let alone their
own room and possessions, for goodness sake), simply add to
parental irritation. When adolescents are at their worst, it’s
difficult to imagine the adult reciprocal companionship and
support most parents will eventually get from them. Chapter
4 will focus on basic and contemporary issues of adolescent
productivity and their search for a vocation.
Our increasingly electronic society has created many
moral and ethical issues that center on adolescents, such as
downloading copyrighted materials, assembling term papers
from Internet sources, and a whole lot more. Chapters 5 and
7 will focus on basic and contemporary issues related to the
development of a moral and ethical sense in adolescents.
The lure of challenge and a tendency toward risk taking
characterize adolescence. Body capabilities and curiosity
develop before judgment. Disability and death are serious
adolescent problems, exacerbated by increasingly powerful
automobiles and other motorized vehicles. Chapter 6 will
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focus on basic and contemporary issues related to adolescent
risk and security.
Adolescence is a major developmental period, but we
humans always seek to go beyond our cognitive and motor
capabilities via the technologies we develop, and to medicate
ourselves into abnormal states with drugs. Drugs are an especially problematic issue in adolescence because of body/brain
chemical shifts that occur during adolescence. Chapter 7 will
focus on basic and contemporary issues related to adolescent
use of technology—and drugs are a form of technology.
Each generation seems to create its own stories and art
forms, and music and body adornment are especially important elements of adolescent life. Adults typically are appalled
by adolescent music and body art. Chapter 8 will focus on
basic and contemporary issues related to adolescence and the
arts and humanities.
Finally, adolescents continuously search for and evaluate
potential partners who will accompany them into adult life.
Adolescents are reaching for personal autonomy, but they
want friends to be with them when they attain it. Autonomy
is a somewhat nebulous concept about becoming successfully
self-directed within cultural constraints. Chapter 9 will focus
on basic and contemporary issues related to the adolescent
search for peer collaborators and their concomitant reach for
autonomy.
Adolescence is typically an optimistic period in one’s life.
No other decade is quite like it. Adults tend to look askance at
adolescents, but the truth is that adolescents are as fascinating
and enjoyable as they are incomprehensible and distressing—
often more so. The chapters that follow will explore adolescence within the context of that positive/negative mix.
The exploration will begin in Chapter 2 with a nontechnical explanation of the organization and development of the
human brain, the best-organized, most functional three
pounds of matter in the known universe. Awesomely complex
biologically but also elegantly simple functionally, it’s responsible for Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony, computers, the Sistine
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Chapel, automobiles, the Second World War, Hamlet, apple
pie—and adolescence.
And especially adolescence, since that’s when our basic
cognitive development just about concludes, maturation just
about emerges, and adult life really begins to loom.
It’s important for parents, educators, and other adults to
realize that our brain’s complexity and adaptability allow us
to live successfully within a wide variety of environments and
cultures. No single recipe for human success exists. And
although it’s also true that no single recipe exists for rearing
and educating a young person, a couple of important general
nurturing principles grounded in the organization and development of our brain should guide parents and educators—
and so they’ll be explored further throughout this book:
1. Children are born helpless and so have a birthright to a
safe and healthy environment and to unconditional love—to
be loved for who they are rather than for what they do. We
adults seem to provide unconditional love more easily when
an infant messes up a diaper than when an adolescent messes
up a car, when a primary student misspells a word than when
an adolescent student misplaces homework.
Most children soon discover the reality of rewards and
punishments—that adults often conditionally (rather than
unconditionally) dispense acceptance and love as a reward for
satisfactory behavior. By adolescence, many young people
have thus learned to focus more on satisfying the desires of
others than on developing their own personal interests and
the collaborative skills that adult autonomy and a democratic
society require. A custodial policy based on rewards and punishments may thus have short-term benefits in the efficient
operation of a family and school, but it may also delay the
development of autonomy.
Conditional love is often, and unfortunately, a two-way
street. Infants do love unconditionally, but childhood begins
the litany of demands and of punishing misbehavior if
parents don’t instantly respond. And so the battle over control
and autonomy begins early, and adolescence often escalates it.
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2. Young people will also learn how the natural and
cultural worlds work during their 20-year development and
that their behavior has natural consequences. For example,
equipment broken by misuse doesn’t operate; a stated unkind
comment can’t be deleted. But they’ll also learn that adults
will often inappropriately ascribe unrelated negative natural
consequences to behavior. “If you don’t clean up your room
immediately, you can’t watch TV this evening.” Such statements simply confuse young people, who correctly perceive
no natural rational relationship between the organization (or
disorganization) of their bedroom and watching TV in the
living room. Such adult rhetoric thus delays the development
of a clear differentiation between natural and contrived consequences and so also the development of adult autonomy.
Worse, such rhetoric can come back to haunt us: “If I can’t
go to Mary’s party just because her parents won’t be home, no
one will ever talk to me again!” Now, where do adolescents
learn that kind of skewed logic?
The natural consequences of this situation above might be
to remind the adolescent that all who share a home must help
maintain the public and private areas. An adolescent who
chooses to not maintain personal space (one’s room) can thus
be evicted from that space or be required to maintain a
greater-than-equal share of the public space (such as the living
room or yard), but not participating in maintaining the home
isn’t an option.
Our brain is organized to receive, integrate, interpret, and
respond to the environmental messages it receives from the
natural and cultural worlds it inhabits; and it can also imagine
an environment that doesn’t currently exist and then act on it.
To understand adolescence, we therefore must understand
our brain.

